
RUN NO: 83 DATE:  25 November 2001 
VENUE: Jesus Statue Car Park HARES: Haidrolik  & Laceration 

 

Mismanagement 
Grand Master Willie WEE WILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com 
Vice Grand Master Ron LACERATION Isaacson 0407 101911 risaacson@worldbank.org 
Religious Adviser Don DRIBBLER Hayward 0409 860935 dhayward@pittsh.com.au 
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PUDDLE JUMPERS HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

DILI, EAST TIMOR 
Hash Cash Terry SCRUBBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com 
Joint Beermaster Melissa FLOSSIE Denning 0409 455598 denning_melissa@hotmail.com 
Joint Beermaster Randy VEGINA Hazen 0418 924407 randy_hazen@yahoo.com 
Trailmaster  VOLUNTEERS WELCOME    
On Sex Jack HAIDROLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com 
Choirmistress Juliann PERSPIRATION Isaacson 0407 723996 dilithree@bigpond.com 
Sergeant At Arms Mike COCKPIT Davidson 0438 290309 davidsonm@un.org 
Hash Horn Alan EJACULATION Curr  curr@un.org 
Hash Flash Steve PULL IT Dunn 0408 679305 sdunn49@yahoo.com 
Vice Hash Flash Tony KY Criss 04118 436211 tcriss@hotmail.com 

H A S H  T R A S H 

Web Site -
http://www.angelfire.com/

on3/puddlejumpers 

unded by Slops & PNS 
First run 30 April 2000 

XT WEEK’S RUN: Pantai Kelapa Water Rat & Hardarse 

N NO. 82 – BROWNEYE’s FAREWELL COMMISERATION AND SCRUBBER’s 60th CELEBRATION RUN 
re I was, early as usual, waiting for the pack to 
ve at the Hash starting point at the back of Phils’ 
ll located in Comoro and not a Hashman in sight. 
ling as lonely as a Kings Cross Hooker at 
night in the middle of June as the Taksi drivers 
ed their (car) horns as the clouds overhead 
ed. 
en had the disastrous thought, SCRUBBER 

’re at the wrong location, again !! But no I 
ldn’t be, I had set the trail from here that morning 
 the old stalwart departing Hasher BROWNEYE 
 a truck load of flour so I wouldn’t have to run 

 also so that even HAIDROLIK and 
CULATION would be able to find the trail. At 

 moment PULLIT arrived to my relief followed 
beermasters FLOSSIE & VEGINA and then the 
er ending pack (71 starters, a new record) who 
 been congregating at the front of Phils’ Grill. 
n the unthinkable happened the heavens opened 
69 (that number just cumz to my head) inches fell 
181 (that number also just cumz to my head) 
nds, most of the Hashers were wet as shags 
re the run had started. The magnificent well 
ned, well laid flour trail was floating down 
oro River into Wetar Strait and worse to come, I 

 to run. 
ally after deliberating whether the weather was 
g to improve, the verdict was On On after being 
fed by, co- Hare BROWNEYE about the no hills 
 no water story and, unfortunately, no trail. 
On left down the road that leads to Sylvias 

ssage Parlour This obviously gave co-Hare 
UBBER a bit of incentive, as he lead the pack 

ed right into a building, in through one gate and 
the other back onto the road to break up the 
otony of Hashers running more than a hundred 

res in a straight line. PRETENDER, CATS PISS 
 EJACULATION appreciated the diversion and 
ordingly heaped accolades on the Hares for their 
ginative initiative. 
the pack continued on past the True Trail which 
ed right through the Dili Market Gardens Rice 
ds the call was “ON BACK”. Fortunately co Hare 
OWNEYE in his wisdom and Hashperience had 
 sparingly marked the trail with Orange 

Florescent Paint so that the pack were able to find 
their way. 
On West towards Comoro River with co-Hare, 
SCRUBBER taking on the added responsibility 
with zest of a washed out trail, striding out ahead of 
the pack like a two year old in the Lightning Stakes. 
Along the side of the river, under the bridge, to the 
applause of the local Mining Pit crews, down the 
steps and along the riverbed towards the beach. 
Ensuring all Hashers found the True Trail by duly 
letting fellow Hashers know they were on True Trail 
by the familiar calling of On On and into the first 
Hold Check, where the walkers were waiting in 
delirious anticipation, at the Church which has been 
under construction for the last two years. Obviously 
soon to be departing DRIBBLER(KOFF) is Project 
Manager. 
After a quick rendition of Father Abraham, led 
faultlessly by LACERATION, the runners after 
some encouragement, decided to try and find True 
Trail by heading North towards the beach while the 
walkers crossed the river heading West towards the 
airport. 
HAIDROLIK took up his normal position leading 
the way with EJACULATION giving the (Hash) 
Horn a good workout in hot pursuit, PHARTA, 
MUMBLES and the newlyweds WEE WILLIE and 
SEXON keeping in touch with the FRB’s to display 
they still had some energy in reserve. 
On right across the river the pack arrived at the end 
of the airport runway, PRETENDER being excited 
at seeing rain after such a long period lost 
concentration, again !! and wanted to make mud pies 
while the pack searched for the trail. Eventually the 
call came and the pack headed towards the main road 
then turning right to the delight of the bemused 
locals. 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE and SCOREBOARD 
running in unison were enjoying the run as they 
chatted along the way about the previous nights 
conquests. At the next check point it was discovered 
that the locals had caught onto the Hash Spirit by 
spraying some orange paint of their own around. 

 
Back on the main road just short of Comoro 
Airport Roundabout after a Hold Check 
alongside East Timor Lodge the pack proceeded 
south through a few vegie gardens where the 
runners were given the option to follow 
EJACULATION up to the hills or follow True 
Trail. 

The Hares show their remorse! 

Then there was that sweet call that all Hashers 
like to hear ON HOME. The pack then swung 
left alongside the river, over the bridge and into 
the On Home where the beer was colder than a 
mother-in-laws-kiss and the pizza, hotter than a 
RRR movie, kindly provided by departing 
Hasher BROWNEYE – who has been a keen 
supporter of hash during his stay in East Timor, 
thanks for the good times. 
A very enjoyable, well planned, well organised 
run under difficult conditions (to acknowledge 
SCRUBBER and WEE WILLIE as the first 
Hashers to achieve the 50 Runs milestone in 
Dili, East Timor). This was also endorsed by the 
pack until the circle was held. 
On On, Browneye & Scrubber 



 

  

C I R C L E  C I R C U S 
As the Sergeant at Arms silenced the 
deafening sound of a nearby juke box 
the GM called the elliptical Circle at 
the back of Phil’s Grill to order.  
He was surrounded by a record pack 
of 71 enthusiasts, compared with 
only 28 on the same weekend one 
year ago. 
Had they come because there was 
nothing to do at home in the rain? Or 
was it the lure of another 
Browneye/Scrubber run. Or perhaps 
they just wanted to make sure 
Browneye was really leaving! 
Once again it was a lively Circle with 
the Sgt at Arms having his work cut 
out to try to keep order. (Keep Ejac in 
order, that’s a laugh.) 
Browneye sportingly shared the down 
down honours with Ejaculation and 
Perspiration. Another nine Newbies 
were welcomed and we hope to see 
much more of them on Sundays. 

Scrubber celebrated his sixtieth run 
since he helped start the club off on 30 
April 2000. 
The charges from the Circle were 
frenetic and actually provided better 
candidates for the POTW than the 
eventual winner who was picked at 
random by the GM. 
Choir Mistress Perspiration led the 
pack in a specially worded version of 
Shiggy Pit to mark the departure of 
Browneye though one wonders about 
the choice of the tune for a Kiwi! 
Browneye then delighted with his 
farewell ‘speech’. But for all the value 
he got from his $100 while he was in 
Dili we all got much more than that 
from his company at the DH3 and we 
wish him well and hope we meet again 
soon. 

 
Hash Legend Browneye and friend hold court 
for the last time at DH3 ... or is it the last time? 

The Hares generously provided pizzas 
after the Circle and these were 
enjoyed by all. 

 
Everyone enjoyed the pizzas! 

DOWN DOWNS 
Hares BROWNEYE, SCRUBBER 
Newbies Richard, Jason, Jamie, Andrew, Kate, Pat, Bob, 

BITCH, WHORELY 
Sponsors CATS PISS, BROWNEYE, PERSPIRATION, 

PEDO, EJACULATION, LACERATION, Greg, 
DRIBBLER, POKE A DOT 

SCBs EJACULATION, HARI DONUT, DING DONG 
MAKARENA, PRETENDER , 8 SOMETHING 

Leaners Ingrid, BOX OFFICE, Kate, POKE A DOT 
Hats in the Circle PERSPIRATION 
Leavers BROWNEYE Message to DH3 from Browneye 

Thanks for the great sendorf. Great 
knowing you all. 
Have a good Xmas and New Year and 
those that are still in Dili in 2002 - maybe 
I will see you later in January. 
Who knows 
On On Forever 
Browneye. 

Zeros 60 runs SCRUBBER 
 r 10 uns COCKPIT 

 No Charge for the Circle PERSPIRATION
ATION Volunteers for the Circle EJACUL

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE 
CATS PISS charged BOX OFFICE for an unmentionable offence 

ates NUMATIK charged LACERATION for doing a runner on his Hash m
COCKPIT charged JURASSIC PARK for concealing his Hash gear 
PSYCHO charged Rodney for leaving the runners and joining the walkers 

tead of Hashing BEAVER charged HALF SUCK for going snorkelling ins
TUPPA charged COCKPIT for not controlling the Circle 

ch HASH D W BROWNEYE arged ASH CRE for no smoking or drinking on their planes 
NEW NAME Tony becomes BEAVER for reminding the Naming Guru of his favourite pastime 

Ingrid becomes SKINFLUTE for reminding the Naming Guru of his other favourite pastime 
Keith becomes TUFTY for reminding the Naming Guru of what will happen to him if he continues 
with his favourite pastimes 

POTW this week the GM was in a hurry to get home (again) and so the award was raffled off and LESBEAU lost 
Two little kids are in a hospital, lying on 
stretchers next to each other outside the 
operating room. The first kid leans over 

o  and asks, "What are y u in here for?” 
The second kids says, "I'm in here to get 
my tonsils out and I'm a little nervous."  

The first kid days, "You've got nothing to 
worry about. I had that done when I was 
four. They put you to sleep and when you 
wake up, they give you lots of je lo and ice-l

are you 

 
cream. It's a breeze."  

The second kid then asks, "What 
here for?"  
The first kid says, "A circumcision"  
The second kid says, "Whoa, I had that done
when I was born. Couldn't walk for a year." 



 

 

 

 

ime's fun when you're having flies. T
Kermit 

TRIVIA NIGHT 
 

Disappointing 
turnout and result 

this week.  
 

DH3 can do better 
than that! 

HARES APPARENT 
No. Date Hares Occasion/Location 
83 25 Nov Laceration & Haidrolik Thanksgiving – and another 50 runs landmark 
84   2 Dec Water Rat & Hardarse  
85   9 Dec Bups  
85 16 Dec Who the Fuck & Bullshit  
86 23 Dec Volunteers  

Haring is for everybody, not just the select few! Volunteers will get help if they haven’t 
hared before. Call a Mismanagement member to register your interest. 
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